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ABSTRACT: Directing neurons to form predetermined circuits with the intention of
treating neurological disorders and neurodegenerative diseases is a fundamental goal
and current challenge in neuroengineering. Until recently, only neuronal aggregates
were studied and characterized in culture, which can limit information gathered to
populations of cells. In this study, we use a substrate constructed of arrays of strain-
induced self-rolled-up membrane 3D architectures. This results in changes in the
neuronal architecture and altered growth dynamics of neurites. Hippocampal neurons
from postnatal rats were cultured at low confluency (∼250 cells mm−2) on an array of
transparent rolled-up microtubes (μ-tubes; 4−5 μm diameter) of varying topo-
graphical arrangements. Neurite growth on the μ-tubes was characterized and
compared to controls in order to establish a baseline for alignment imposed by the
topography. Compared to control substrates, neurites are significantly more aligned
toward the 0° reference on the μ-tube array. Pitch (20−60 and 100 μm) and μ-tube
length (30−80 μm) of array elements were also varied to investigate their impact on
neurite alignment. We found that alignment was improved by the gradient pitch arrangement and with longer μ-tubes.
Application of this technology will enhance the ability to construct intentional neural circuits through array design and
manipulation of individual neurons and can be adapted to address challenges in neural repair, reinnervation, and
neuroregeneration.

KEYWORDS: neurons, neuronal alignment, microtubes, silicon nitride nanomembranes, self-rolled-up membranes (S-RUMs),
topographical cues

■ INTRODUCTION

Techniques for neuroregenerative therapies targeted to resolve
neuropathologies including sensory neuropathies, or trauma-
induced neurodegeneration, have gained traction through the
development of techniques for precisely modulating neuronal
regrowth for building-directed neural networks.1,2 Typically,
chemical,3−5 topographical,6−10 and electrical cues11−14 have
been used to manipulate and interrogate single cells to build
synthetic neural circuitry by influencing the direction and
orientation of neurite growth. Chemical cues can selectively
guide axons or dendrites and polarize the orientation of
neurons3 through patterning of surface proteins, such as
laminin or semaphorin 3A. Engineered topographical struc-
tures such as nanofibers or micro-channels are often used in
conjunction with chemical cues to direct neurite extension due

to the affinity neurons display for edges, ridges, and
corners.5−8,15−17

Electric fields also have been used to influence the migration
of neurons, accelerate neurite extension, and enhance branch
complexity.12,13 Integration of electrical signals into neuron
culture was advanced through the development of multi-
electrode array (MEA) technologies, which enable both neural
stimulation and recording the neurons’ electrical signatures
within complex neural circuits.18,19 Combining MEA technol-
ogy with conventional approaches to neuron guidance,
specifically topographical cues, may improve our ability to
create targeted neural circuits. In this study, the topographical
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cues provided by self-rolling microtubes (μ-tubes) are
quantified to establish a baseline relationship prior to
augmenting this technology with electric signals.
Many types of topographical cues have been utilized in the

study of neurons. Positive interaction (e.g., guidance) has been
observed among neurons, neurites, and topographies, which
include microchannels, trenches, ridges, pillars, and tubular
structures.10,20−24 The choice of topographical signature
depends greatly on the focus of the study. In this work, we
utilize self-rolling μ-tubes, which provide topographical cues
with unique properties to direct the response of individual
neurons. Self-rolling μ-tubes are an attractive substrate because
of the top-down fabrication method, which enables (1)
specified control over the μ-tube position, (2) customizability
of the features (e.g., diameter and structure), and (3)
scalability such that many μ-tubes can be fabricated at
once.25 The diameter of the μ-tubes can be designed to
allow entry of only a single neurite.26,27 They offer the
possibility of integrating a metal into the platform, enabling
electrical stimulation and recording. These features make this
system advantageous over traditional MEAs for studying
single-cell dynamics. Previous work from our collaborators
has shown the ability of μ-tubes to enhance the rate of axonal
elongation compared to the rate of growth on planar regions,
and qualitatively demonstrated alignment of axonal bundles of
cortical neurons along the μ-tubes.27 However, prior to
coupling of electric cues to the μ-tubes, a more quantitative
analysis of the interaction between the neurons and μ-tubes is
required.
To effectively control neuronal alignment using the

topographical cues of the μ-tube substrate, an effective
substructure and related parameters must be determined and
characterized. Here, neonatal rat hippocampal neurons were
utilized because of their emerging complex dendritic
architecture and the relatively limited understanding of
dendritic development. Two methods to characterize the
alignment of neuronal processes were applied. The first uses
the angle of each neurite (both soma-originating neurites and
branches) to provide a global analysis, which describes how the
whole population of neurons responds to the μ-tube array. The
second uses a defined alignment parameter based on the total
length and curvature of individual neurites. This generates a
measure of local alignment, that is, how the alignment of each
individual neurite is affected by the μ-tube array. These results
demonstrate and quantify, for the first time, the alignment
properties of the μ-tube substrate with a range of organiza-
tional features. We found that, of the configurations tested, the
μ-tube substrates with a gradient pitch resulted in the most
effective alignment of hippocampal neurites.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
μ-Tube Fabrication. The fabrication of the μ-tube array has been

reported previously; details specific to this investigation are
summarized here.25,26,28 The μ-tube array was formed on a #1.5
glass coverslip (0.16−0.19 mm thick, 22 mm × 30 mm). To start, a
sacrificial layer of germanium or magnesium was deposited on the
substrate using e-beam evaporation to a thickness of 20−80 nm. The
low deposition rate of the sacrificial layer (1.2 Å/s) results in a high
purity film with negligible surface roughness because of ripples, voids,
or oxidation. Next, two layers of silicon nitride (SiNx) were deposited
using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD): the first
layer with low-frequency PECVD (compressive strain) and the
second with high-frequency PECVD (tensile strain) to enable strain-
driven rolled-up behavior. Each layer was deposited to a final

thickness of 15−20 nm, which yielded a diameter range of 4−5 μm.
This parameter was chosen so that only a single neurite could enter
and traverse the μ-tube.

The shape of the strained membrane was patterned by photo-
lithography using AZ5214E and the silicon nitride bilayer was etched
using Freon (CF4) reactive ion etching, followed by the removal of
the photoresist. The sacrificial layer was etched with 30% H2O2 at 80
°C, which released the strained membrane from the substrate,
inducing spontaneous rolling from all unanchored sides.26 The lateral
etch left negligible amounts of the sacrificial layer such that the
material used for the sacrificial layer did not impact neuronal growth.
The high resolution scanning electron micrograph (SEM) (Figure
1A) revealed an array of μ-tubes with the silicon oxide anchor on
silicon. Three μ-tube arrays were designed: (1) a standard-pitch
substrate (SPμTb) with 50 μm-long μ-tubes spaced at a standard

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images depict
ordered arrays of μ-tubes in various configurations. (A) Standard-
pitch μ-tube substrate (5 μm diameter, 50 μm length, 40 μm pitch).
Inset shows magnification of a single μ-tube; (B) gradient-pitch μ-
tube substrate with pitch ranging from 20−60 and 100 μm (5 μm
diameter, 50 μm length). Inset shows μ-tubes separated by 20 and 30
μm pitch (right to left); (C) gradient-length μ-tube substrate with
lengths ranging from 30−80 μm (5 μm diameter, 40 μm pitch). Inset
shows μ-tubes with lengths 30, 40, and 50 μm (left to right). Panels
(B,C) were modified in Adobe Photoshop to enhance visibility by
adjusting brightness and contrast.
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pitch of 40 μm across the whole chip (Figure 1A); (2) a gradient-
pitch substrate (GPμTb) with 50 μm-long μ-tubes spaced at a pitch
ranging from 20 to 60 and 100 μm (Figure 1B); (3) a gradient-length
substrate (GLμTb) with μ-tubes of lengths ranging from 30 to 80 μm-
long, separated by a static pitch of 40 μm (Figure 1C).
In order to minimize variation from the standard substrate, the μ-

tube diameter was kept consistent across all substrates (4−5 μm). In
the standard-pitch μ-tube array, the longitudinal and lateral pitch was
constant (Supporting Information, Figure S1A). For the gradient-
pitch μ-tubes, the pitch of the array varied longitudinally across a
single chip (column-to-column). The lateral-pitch (row-to-row) was
consistent with that of the standard-pitch array (Supporting
Information, Figure S1B). For the gradient-length μ-tube array, the
pitch remained fixed both longitudinally and laterally, and the μ-tubes
of varying length were designed on a single chip to minimize

variations, thus enabling direct comparisons (Supporting Information,
Figure S1C).

Cell Culture and Preparation. Following previously established
protocols, we isolated hippocampal neurons from postnatal day one or
two (P1/2) Long-Evans BluGill rats, a genetically homogeneous
inbred line developed by the Gillette lab.3,29 Animals were used in
accordance with protocols established by the University of Illinois
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and in accordance with
all state and federal regulations. Cells were maintained in Hibernate-A
(Brain-Bits, Springfield, IL) or Neurobasal-A (Invitrogen; Carlsbad,
CA) media supplemented with 0.25% GlutaMAXTM (Invitrogen), 2%
B-27 (Invitrogen), and 1% 100 U mL−1 penicillin and 0.1 mg mL−1

streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich) under standard culture conditions at 37
°C during growth measurements. Neurobasal and Hibernate are

Figure 2. Analysis of relationships of neurite vs μ-tube pitch and length in developing hippocampal neurons. (A) Schematic of global orientation
and alignment of a process to a μ-tube. (B) Schematic of localized orientation and alignment of a neurite to a μ-tube. Local alignment considers
both the neurite length and the angle through a projection on the orientation of the μ-tube. Minimum distance (Dmin) is determined for the variable
length of a neurite as illustrated in (B). Fluorescent images of hippocampal neurons cultured on (C) standard-pitch (SPμTb), (E) gradient-pitch
(GPμTb), and (G) gradient-length (GLμTb) μ-tubes and stained after 4 (SPμTb) and 7 (GPμTb, GLμTb) DIV (MAP2, red, GFAP, green, and
nuclei, blue). Overlay of fluorescent image and brightfield image of neurons on (D) SPμTb, (F) GPμTb, and (H) GLμTb substrate. (D) Inset:
Overlay of fluorescent image and brightfield image of a single neurite aligning to a μ-tube on the substrate. For panels C,E,G, the fluorescent images
were superimposed on the brightfield image in Adobe Photoshop and saturation and color levels were adjusted to enhance contrast of neurons to
improve visibility.
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specifically developed to enhance neuronal growth in cultures of low
density, as well as minimize the presence of mitotic cells.29,30

Following isolation of the hippocampi, the tissue was digested with
papain (18.75 U mL−1) 2 × 15 min, and the dissociated neurons were
seeded at a density of 250 cells mm−2 on either the standard-pitch μ-
tube substrate or one of two controls: a standard #2 glass coverslip
(22 mm × 22 mm) or a standard #1.5 glass coverslip with a 40 nm
thick planar bilayer of low-frequency and high-frequency PECVD
SiNx (producing the same structure as the μ-tube except not released
from the substrate). Prior to cell seeding, all three substrates were
coated with 0.1 mg mL−1 poly-D-lysine (Invitrogen). The cells were
allowed to grow for 4, 7, 10, and 14 days in vitro (DIV) in a
humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2, with media changed at 4
and 7 DIV. The gradient pitch and gradient length μ-tube substrates
were seeded similarly, and the cells were allowed to grow for 4 and 7
DIV in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2, with media
changed at 4 DIV.
Fixation and Immunocytochemistry. At the time of interest,

cells were fixed (4% electron microscopy grade (EM-grade)
paraformaldehyde) and cellular identities were determined using
immunocytochemistry (ICC). The cells were washed with phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). Following permeabilization (0.3%
Triton X-100, Sigma-Aldrich), samples were blocked from non-
specific antibody binding with 5% normal goat serum (Sigma-
Aldrich). Then, samples were incubated with rabbit polyclonal
primary antibody against neuronal microtubule-associated protein-2
(MAP2, 1:1000, Millipore Sigma), which labels early neurites and

dendrites, and mouse monoclonal anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP; 1:1000, Millipore Sigma), against glial fibrillary acidic
protein, which labels astrocytic and radial glia (overnight, 4 °C).
Incubation with secondary antibodies (goat antirabbit, Alexa Fluor
594 and goat anti-mouse, Alex Fluor 488) was performed (overnight,
4 °C). Finally, the cells were stained with the nuclear marker 4′,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (1:50 000, Invitrogen). Cells were washed
and stored in fresh PBS until imaging, usually within 24 h. ICC
imaging was performed on a Zeiss Axiovert 100 TV fluorescence
microscope. Multiple images3−6 were taken per sample; 3 substrates
were analyzed per time-point. Representative images appear in Figure
2.

Characterization of Alignment. In order to characterize the
alignment of the neurites, we quantified both the relative angle of each
neurite and its alignment with the orientation of the standard-pitch μ-
tube array, as well as its total length. Figure 2A,B shows a general
description of the approach, where neuronal processes were traced on
a fluorescent MAP2 image with NeuronJ to establish the piece-wise
vector of each neurite. The alignment angle was determined by taking
the initial and termination points of the neurite and creating a single
vector. Then, the relative angle was determined through comparison
with the orientation vector of the μ-tube array. This simplification was
used to approximate the direction of the neurite (Figure 2A). We
define this determination of alignment through the use of only the
neurite angle and its relation to the angle of the μ-tube array as “global
alignment.” For the control substrates (glass and SiNx), where no μ-
tubes were present, we chose for comparison an arbitrary angle of 0°

Figure 3. Quantification of global alignment considering only the angle of each neurite. Each column shows neurite angle alignment on glass,
silicon nitride, and standard-pitch μ-tube substrates over 4, 7, 10, and 14 DIV. The mean angle is indicated by black arrow and corresponding μ.
Neurites show significant bias toward 0° on the μ-tube substrate as compared with glass or silicon nitride. Two-way ANOVA, Tukey’s posthoc test,
p < 0.0001.
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relative to the image frame. Because the control substrates should not
result in global alignment, any chosen angle would produce the same
results.
To explore alignment beyond the global level, we evaluated the

local trajectory of the process along the direction of the μ-tube. Then,
coupling the projected length (S) to the total length (L), the
projection was reconstructed from the piece-wise summation of the
vertex points determined by NeuronJ tracings. An alignment parameter
was defined as the squared value of the projected length divided by
the total length (Figure 2B). In this way, the alignment parameter
takes into account the curvature as well as the length, which enables
us to derive the localized alignment of the neurite.
Quantifying Global Alignment. Global alignment was quanti-

fied in two ways. First, rose plots were constructed for data from each
substrate (SPμTb, planar SiNx, and glass) at each time point by
pooling the angle data for each neurite (Figure 3). The symmetry of
the SPμTb device allowed us to consider all neurites within a 0−90°
range. The tracings acquired through NeuronJ from each fluorescent
image set were used in a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) analysis to
explore neurite alignment. Prior to analysis, tracings from separate
images in the same set were combined to improve the diminished
signal-strength inherent in low-density cultures. Images were
combined in groups based on the smallest n, which in this case was
3. They were combined to enhance the coherent signals of interest
(aligned neurites) and suppress the incoherent signals (random,
unaligned neurites) in order to better detect these signatures through
FFT analysis. For datasets with n > 3, combinations of 3 were created
for each permutation of n to generate a common noise floor across all
analyzed images. Using ImageJ, an FFT was taken for each combined
image (Figure 4A) and a power spectral density (PSD) was obtained
from each FFT through a radial-sums method (Figure 4B).31 Because
the image is rotated 90° when taking the FFT, the peaks of interest
are shifted by 90°. A multimodal Gaussian distribution was fit to the
PSD at 90° and 270° and the square of the ratio of the energy within
the two peaks to the energy outside the peaks was obtained, yielding a
relative energy for each condition and time point (Figure 4C).
Quantification of Local Alignment on μ-Tube Substrates.

To define and quantify local alignment, we considered the angle in
conjunction with the alignment parameter, which we previously
defined as the square of the ratio of the projected length of the neurite
along the direction of the μ-tube (S) to the full length of the neurite
(L) (Figure 2B). Perfect alignment describes a neurite with an angle of
0° and an alignment parameter of 1; imperfect alignment describes a
neurite with an angle of 90° and an alignment parameter of 0.
However, a realistic definition of alignment requires an allowable
tolerance for both the angle and alignment parameter. In order to
determine the threshold for the angle and alignment parameter, we
created a training set of data for each time point, in which each
neurite was manually classified as aligned or unaligned, and imposed
these classified points onto each histogram for 4, 7, 10, and 14 DIV
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). The cutoffs for angle and
alignment parameter were determined based on an average capture of
97% or better of the aligned training data. Taken together, satisfying
the angle and alignment parameter cutoffs classifies a neurite as
aligned.
Correlating Distance between Neurite Origin or Varied

Neurite Length and μ-Tube. To explore the relationship between
alignment and the relative location of a neurite to a μ-tube, we
considered the minimum distance (Dmin) between the origin of each
neurite at the soma and the closest μ-tube and its relationship to the
alignment of the neurite. We also considered the minimum distance
between the nearest μ-tube and the point at which the ratio of the
remaining projected length to the remaining total length was within a
certain tolerance, greater than or equal to 0.75 (i.e. vS was at least
75% of vL). Dmin was calculated by generating a binary image of the μ-
tube array based on the brightfield image of the array, then calculating
the minimum distance from each segment of each neurite to the
nearest μ-tube.
For soma-originating neurites, taking the associated angle,

alignment parameter, and Dmin for each neurite, the raw Dmin data

was limited by the angle cutoff and the alignment parameter cutoff
resulting in a final set of neurites that are aligned. The unaligned
neurites, or residuals, were identified as those neurites lying outside of
the angle and alignment parameter cutoffs.

For the varied neurite length, working with neurites within the
angle and alignment parameter cutoffs, each neurite was progressively
shortened by removing segments successively beginning at the soma-
origin (Figure 2B). At each variable length, the new varied projected
length (vS) and the varied total length (vL) were calculated, and the
ratio was evaluated. The minimum distance was isolated for all
neurites, where vS/vL ≥ 0.75 (i.e. vS was at least 75% of vL). These
neurites were then progressively filtered by isolating those with a ratio
greater than 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, or 0.95.

Figure 4. Quantification of the global alignment through FFT and
PSD analyses reveals significant alignment of neurites with μ-tube at
90° and 270° angles. (A) Fluorescent images of neurons on glass,
silicon nitride, and standard-pitch μ-tube substrates, tracings of the
neurites from fluorescent images, and FFT of tracings. (B)
Representative PSD shows alignment of the neurites along the
direction of μ-tubes at angles 90 and 270°, whereas the other
substrates do not show directional alignment. (C) Quantification of
relative energies of alignment on the three substrates using Gaussian
fitting to determine the energy within a peak. Relative energy on the
μ-tubes compared to the two controls is significantly higher, two-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s posthoc p < 0.0001.
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Statistical Analysis. Data is reported as mean ± standard error of
the mean (SEM). ANOVA was utilized for statistical analysis and
Tukey’s posthoc tests were performed when indicated. A p-value <
0.05 was used to determine significance.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Alignment on Standard-Pitch μ-Tube Substrates.
Inspection of neurons growing on the SPμTb substrate reveals
instances of alignment of neurites along the edge, top, or inside
the tubes; this more uniform organization of the neurites along
the direction of the μ-tube array results in significant alignment
compared with control images (Supporting Information,
Figure S3). The scanning electron micrograph of our SPμTb
design shows the arrayed geometry of the μ-tubes (Figure 1A).
When the relationship of the cell geometry to the SPμTb array
is compared, instances of neurites aligning with the μ-tubes are
apparent (Figure 2C,D). In order to characterize the extent of
alignment of neuronal processes to the μ-tube structures, we
classified and quantified alignment through consideration of
the neurite angle, curvature, and length. We analyzed global
alignment considering the generalized approach of the angle of
the neurite (Figure 2A) and localized alignment through
consideration of our defined alignment parameter (Figure 2B).
Additional alignment analysis relative to the μ-tube is included
in the Supporting Information (Tables S1 and S2). The growth

and behavior of embryonic cortical neurons on the SPμTb
substrate has been reported previously, as well as the
comparable viability of hippocampal neurons on both glass
and SiNx.

27

Global alignment of the neurites was first explored by
considering the pooled angles for each substrate at each time
point, represented as 90° rose plots (Figure 3). Visual
inspection of the rose plots on the glass and SiNx controls
suggests a wide distribution of the angles between 0 and 90°,
and a bias of the angle distribution toward 0° on the μ-tubes
for all time points. This observation is confirmed by a two-way
ANOVA and the subsequent Tukey’s posthoc test, which
found significance (p < 0.0001) between the SPμTb substrate
and each control, with no significant difference in the means of
the two controls. This provides the first quantifiable evidence
for enhanced alignment on the μ-tubes compared to the
random growth patterns on either glass or SiNx.
The extent of global alignment on the μ-tubes was further

compared to the two control substrates via FFT and PSD
analyses. Representative images of the analysis processes for
each of the substrates showing the original fluorescent images,
the corresponding tracings, and the processed FFT from the
tracings appear in Figure 4A. Inspection of the SPμTb PSD
(Figure 4B) reveals two distinct peaks at 90° and 270°, which
correspond to the direction of the μ-tube array, following a

Figure 5. Global analysis of gradient substrates shows improved neurite alignment on gradient-pitch μ-tubes, and with increased μ-tube length. (A)
A stronger bias toward 0° is observed for the neurite angles on the gradient-pitch μ-tube (GPμTb) substrate compared to the standard-pitch
substrate (SPμTb), with a significantly smaller angle on the GPμTb (36.6° ± 0.55°) compared to the SPμTb (38.82° ± 0.48°), two-way ANOVA
and Tukey’s post-hoc p = 0.0076. (B) FFT and PSD analyzes reveal significantly higher energy on the GPμTb compared to the SPμTb at 7 DIV,
and within the GPμTb substrate the relative energy is significantly higher at 7 DIV compared to 4 DIV (two-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post-hoc p <
0.0001). (C) Wide distribution of the neurite angles is observed with neurites on the 30 μm long μ-tubes and the angles of neurites on the 80 μm
long μ-tubes show a strong bias toward 0° at both 4 and 7 DIV. 30 μm μ-tube neurites average angle 4 DIV: 43.64° ± 4.14°, 7 DIV: 40° ± 2.42°.
80 μm μ-tube neurites average angle 4 DIV: 34.29° ± 2.73°, 7 DIV: 31.44° ± 1.71°. The neurite angles were, on average, significantly smaller for
neurites on the 80 μm long μ-tubes compared to those on the 30 μm long μ-tubes, two-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post-hoc p = 0.03. (D) FFT and
PSD analyzes of the gradient μ-tube length reveal significantly higher energy at 7 DIV for μ-tubes of length 60, 70 or 80 μm compared to shorter μ-
tubes of length 30 μm, and significantly higher energy at 7 DIV compared to 4 DIV for all tube lengths, except 50 μm (two-way ANOVA, Tukey’s
post-hoc, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001, ^p < 0.01, ^^p < 0.0001).
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rotation of the image by 90°. The PSD for both the glass and
planar SiNx substrates (blue and green lines) shows a uniform,
albeit noisy distribution, indicating that the controls again
show no directional alignment over the spectra. Figure 4C
shows the quantification of relative energies of alignment on
the three substrates. Overall, we found that the relative spectral
energy on the SPμTbs compared to the two controls is
significantly higher: a two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s posthoc
test revealed a significant difference between the relative
spectral energy of the SPμTb PSD for each time point,
compared to the two controls (p < 0.0001). Taken together,
the analyzes by rose plots and FFT power spectra confirm that
the topography of the μ-tubes provides a significant cue for
enhanced alignment along the direction of the array, whereas
in the absence of μ-tubes, the two control substrates exhibit
random neurite projections.
Tuning μ-Tube Topography to Improve Alignment.

Following experiments on the standardized μ-tube array, the
impact of pitch (the proximity of the μ-tubes to each other) on
alignment and how the μ-tube length influenced alignment,
were explored. We performed the same global and local
analysis on each new substrate and compared the results from
neurons cultured on the gradient-pitch μ-tube array to those
on the standard-pitch μ-tube array. For the gradient-length

substrates, we isolated the neurons and neurites interacting
with each tube length and compared the results across the μ-
tube length data sets.
Global analysis revealed that the average angle of the

neurites on GPμTbs was significantly smaller than the angle of
the neurites on SPμTbs (GPμTb: 36.6° ± 0.55°, SPμTb:
38.82° ± 0.48°, two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s posthoc p <
0.01) (Figure 5A). The power-spectral density data revealed
significantly higher relative energy on the gradient-pitch
substrate compared to the standard-pitch substrate at 7 DIV
(GPμTb: 1.49 ± 0.063, SPμTb: 0.86 ± 0.026, one-way
ANOVA, and Tukey’s posthoc p < 0.0001), with no significant
difference at 4 DIV (GPμTb: 0.86 ± 0.039, SPμTb: 0.85 ±
0.04, one-way ANOVA p > 0.05) (Figure 5B). Additionally,
while the relative energy at 7 DIV was significantly higher than
at 4 DIV on the gradient-pitch substrate (p < 0.0001), there
was no significant difference between the relative energies at 4
and 7 DIV on the standard-pitch substrate. These data suggest
that over time the gradient-pitch array supports increased
alignment of the neurites, compared to the standard-pitch
array.
On the gradient-length substrates, a wide-angle distribution

of neurites was seen on the 30 μm-long μ-tubes, with an
average angle of 43.64° ± 4.14° at 4 DIV and 40° ± 2.42° at 7

Figure 6. Neurites align more closely with μ-tubes on the gradient-pitch substrate. (A) Relationship between neurite origin distance vs alignment is
presented as angle and alignment parameter limited (blue), and residuals (pink). Data are plotted for gradient- and standard-pitch μ-tube substrates
at both 4 and 7 DIV. Comparison between the standard- and gradient-pitch substrates revealed significantly smaller distance between aligned
neurites and the nearest μ-tube on the gradient-pitch substrate compared to the standard-pitch substrate for both 4 DIV and 7 DIV (one-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s post-hoc p < 0.0001). No significant difference was found between alignment and distance between the origin of soma-
originating neurites and the closest μ-tube within the standard-pitch substrates or the gradient-pitch substrates alone (one-way ANOVA, p > 0.05).
(B) Relationship between the minimum distance at the variable length of the neurite vs ratio of remaining projected length (vS) to remaining total
length (vL). No neurites fell within the 0.90−0.95 range for the standard pitch (green), or the ≥0.95 range for the gradient pitch (blue), hence the
absence of corresponding data in those regions. A significantly smaller distance was found on the gradient pitch substrate across vS/vL ratios
between 0.75 and 0.90 (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001). Red crosses indicate outliers from the boxplots.
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DIV, whereas the distribution of angles for neurites on the 80
μm-long μ-tubes shows a stronger bias toward 0°, with an
average angle of 34.29° ± 2.73° at 4 DIV and 31.44° ± 1.71°
at 7 DIV. The angles for these neurites were, on average,
significantly smaller than the angles of the neurites on the 30
μm-long μ-tubes (two-way ANOVA, Tukey’s posthoc p <
0.05) (Figure 5C). Analysis of the relative energy on the
gradient-length substrate revealed two trends: (1) significantly
lower energy for the shorter tube lengths (30 and 40 μm), and
(2) significantly higher energy at 7 DIV compared to 4 DIV for
all tube lengths except 50 μm (Figure 5D, Supporting
Information, Table S3). Within the 4 DIV time-point, the
highest relative energy was observed for μ-tubes with a length
of 50 or 60 μm, compared to μ-tubes with lengths of 30, 40,
and 70 μm. Whereas the relative energy at 7 DIV is highest for
the longer μ-tubes (lengths 70 and 80 μm), in general the
relative energy demonstrates an increasing trend as the μ-tubes
lengthen. This difference in trend suggests that after 7 DIV, the
neurites have elongated and followed the topographical cue of
the μ-tubes in greater instances compared to the young
neurons cultured for only 4 DIV, whose neurites are not long
enough to sense the topography.
Elucidating a Relationship between Alignment and

Proximity to μ-Tubes. We also evaluated the relationship
between the distance separating a neuron from the nearest μ-
tube and its bearing on alignment. Specifically, we considered
the minimum origin distance (Dmin) of neurites originating at
the soma that was influenced by the topographic pattern of the
μ-tubes in this arrayed configuration. To elucidate any
relationship, we tracked how Dmin changed between aligned
and unaligned neurites over time. The boxplot (Figure 6A)
reveals no significant difference in Dmin between the aligned
neurites and the unaligned neurites (residuals) on either the
SPμTb array or the GPμTb array, both within individual time-
points and across time. These data demonstrate that no
correlation between alignment and distance between soma-
originating neurites and the closest μ-tube for each
configuration of μ-tubes. However, when comparing alignment
and distance across the two array configurations, it is clear that
the aligned neurites on the GPμTb array are separated from
the nearest μ-tube by a significantly smaller distance than those
found on the SPμTb array (one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s
posthoc, p < 0.0001). These data suggest that the gradient
pitch provides a stronger signal for alignment to soma-
originating neurites than the standard pitch. No statistical
significance was found for the gradient length μ-tube array
(Supporting Information).
To determine whether a specific minimum distance of the

neurite from the μ-tube conferred alignment to a greater
percentage of the neurite’s length, an alternative location for
measuring Dmin was evaluated. Neurites were not examined
based on DIV, but rather based on the vS/vL ratio, binned into
one of five ranges, those with a ratio greater than 0.75, 0.80,
0.85, 0.90, or 0.95. No significant difference was found in the
relationship between the distance and the vS/vL ratio for
either the SPμTb substrate or the GPμTb substrate (Figure
6B). This again suggests with each configuration of μ-tubes
alone, there does not exist a definitive distance at which a
neurite approaches a μ-tube that will result in alignment of a
larger percentage of the neurite. However, comparison
between the SPμTb and GPμTb substrates reveals a
significantly smaller Dmin on the GPμTb substrate for neurites
with a ratio greater than 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85 (two-way

ANOVA, Tukey’s post-oc, p < 0.0001). This indicates that,
while the neurites may not exhibit differing behavior within
each substrate, on the GPμTb, aligned neurites are closer to
the μ-tubes than on the SPμTbs. There still appears to be no
relationship between distance and percentage of the neurite
that is aligned.
Overall, the data demonstrate that the μ-tube platform

effectively guides neurite alignment, conferring an increased
degree of order to the system well beyond the planar substrate.
This understanding of the alignment of neurons-on-chip will
allow for more definitive determinations regarding the
influences of future μ-tube sensors independent of the coupling
behavior of the base topography. This will enable elucidation
of the characteristics of neurite behaviors in the presence of
electric fields and overall alignment and organization of the
neurons on a powered substrate.

■ CONCLUSION

This paper reports both the global and local alignment of
hippocampal neurons on a designed μ-tube platform. We
showed that the array of μ-tubes provides a strong set of cues
for alignment, thereby increasing the order of the system over
randomly seeded cultures on glass and SiNx. The global
alignment revealed, through both angle detection and relative
energy analysis, enhanced alignment on the μ-tube substrates
in the direction of the μ-tube orientation compared with
control substrates. On a localized scale, gradient-pitch
substrates show aligned neurites which are significantly closer
to the μ-tubes. These results suggest that the best substrate for
maximum alignment is the gradient-pitch substrate, likely
because of the increased frequency of topographical cues.
Further experiments to optimize the pitch will better elucidate
this interaction. This characterization of alignment is sufficient
to decouple the effects of topographic signals on neurite
orientation from those of electrically or chemically induced
signals. This level of discrimination positions these substrates
for applications of MEA technology to design neural circuits.
Furthermore, the 3D geometries provide a means to construct
intentional neural circuits and also manipulate single elements
within the circuit to address the grand challenges in neural
repair and neuroregeneration.
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